
Gudauri
Recent snowfall with variable winds, loading new 
snow and forming windslabs on top of an unstable 
snowpack. With more new snow in the coming 
days we expect avanche hazard rating to increase 
to 4 in the course of Monday

Forecast issued at: 4-Feb-2023 17:30
Forecast valid until: 5-Feb-2023 17:30

This is a trial avalanche forecasting service run by non-professional volunteers from 
Gudauri, supported remotely by experienced avalanche forecasters. The information 
presented here may sometimes be incomplete or inaccurate - do not only rely on this 
forecast in your safety decisions. 

Forecast Area ©Seznam.cz 2023

3   Considerable
High Alpine Dangerous avalanche conditions. Careful snowpack 

evaluation, cautious route-finding and conservative 
decision-making essential.

> 2600m

3   Considerable
Alpine Dangerous avalanche conditions. Careful snowpack 

evaluation, cautious route-finding and conservative 
decision-making essential.

2000m - 2600m

?   No Rating
Sub Alpine There is no avalanche hazard rating available at this 

time due to limited information or forecasting 
capacity.

< 2000m

Problem Number 1 - Wind Slab
A cohesive layer of snow (a slab) formed by the wind drifted snow. 

Windslabs may release in specific wind-sheltered areas near ridge crests and gullies.
The windslabs can easily step down to the persistent layer and producer larger 
avalanches. Where winds were stronger (or shifting), cross loading into other aspects 
is possible.

Likelihood Avalanche Size Time of Day Trend
Likely 2 All day No change

Problem Number 2 - Persistent Slab
A slab formed over a persistent weak layer.

Facetted layers in the middle and bottom of the snowpack. While the 
problem limited to specific areas with sufficient snow prior to 31 January, a 
small additional load (e.g., one skier) is sufficient to trigger size 2-3 
avalanches. Remote triggering is possible!

Likelihood Avalanche Size Time of Day Trend
Possible 3 All day No change

Problem Number 3 - Storm Slab
One or more layers of recent storm snow that have consolidated into a slab 
above a weak layer.
About 30 - 40 cm of snow fallen between Jan 31 and Feb deposited in wind-
sheltered areas. In isolated, wind-sheltered areas in the alpine, this snow 
they may have fallen on surface hoar. 

Likelihood Avalanche Size Time of Day Trend
Possible 2 All day Improving

Recent/Relevant Observations
3 Feb Kudebi: Reactive snowpack (110 cm), with light loads (one person) producing 
"whoomphs" (facet layer collaps) & shooting cracks (propagation). Feb 3 Chrdili (2500 m) W 
aspect: 25 cm of new snow on 5 cm facets (2-3 mm); some shooting cracks observed. 4 Feb 
Kudebi natural avalanche size 1-2, SE, 3000 m (released likely on 2 Feb); Whumphing and 
cracking on SW and W aspects 2700 - 3000 m.

Changes in conditions since previous forecast
No changes.

Weather Forecast
Light snow starting in the early morning of Sunday Feb 5; predominantly light winds from SE


